Progress Releases New Kendo UI Native Components for Angular, React, Vue and jQuery
January 20, 2021
New 2021 release provides developers with 24+ new components, even more advanced capabilities and support for Angular 11 and React 17
BEDFORD, Mass., Jan. 20, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS), the leading provider of products to develop, deploy and
manage high-impact business applications, today announced the new release of Progress® Kendo UI®, the industry’s most complete collection of
JavaScript UI components. Today’s release includes more than 24 new UI components across all Kendo UI libraries, support for Angular 11 and React
17 as well as major enhancements for some of its most popular components.
Kendo UI is the ultimate collection of JavaScript UI components with native libraries for the widely used frameworks—Angular, React, Vue and jQuery.
Kendo UI enables developers to quickly build eye-catching, high-performance, responsive web applications and to effortlessly deploy a consistent look
and feel, using rich styling options and customizable themes.
New to Kendo UI® JavaScript component libraries:

Kendo UI® for Angular: With a number of new components available including DropDownTree, MultiColumnComboBox,
TileLayout, FloatingActionButton and more, Kendo UI for Angular brings to market support for Angular 11 and
unprecedented levels of simplicity, consistency and customization capabilities.
KendoReact™: KendoReact is the only UI library React developers need to speed business app development. This release
includes new components, such as TileLayout, DropDownTree, MultiColumnComboBox, FloatingActionButton,
BottomNavigation, ListBox, Icon and SvgIcon, and feature improvements, including built-in keyboard navigation as well as
user interface enhancements. KendoReact offered zero-day support for React 17.
Kendo UI® for Vue: The new release of Kendo UI for Vue, the most comprehensive commercial library of native Vue
components on the market, provides a rich set of features and customizable functionality. It offers new native components,
including MultiSelect, Window, TimePicker, DateTimePicker and Slider. The Grid provides keyboard navigation and a multiselect option on the column menu.
Kendo UI® for jQuery: Kendo UI for jQuery is the complete jQuery UI component library that enables developers to quickly
build high-performance responsive web applications. The library has new components, including a FloatingActionButton,
BottomNavigation, ExpansionPanel, RadioGroup, CheckboxGroup. New features enhancements include export capabilities,
sorting, table alignment, keyboard navigation and more.
“We are extremely proud of the R1 2021 release of the Kendo UI product line as it brings to market a robust set of new components and many feature
enhancements,” said Loren Jarrett, GM, Developer Tools Business, Progress. “Kendo UI continues to lead the market by providing smart solutions to
challenging problems that let developers create high quality, modern, engaging applications faster than ever before.”
The R1 2021 release is available today. To learn more about the new capabilities and features, go to https://www.telerik.com/support/whatsnew-kendo-ui or register for the live R1 2021 Kendo UI release webinar on Jan. 29 or tune in to Twitch to see them in action.
Additional Resources

Follow Progress on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn
Read the Progress blog
About Progress
Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS) provides the leading products to develop, deploy and manage high-impact business applications. Our comprehensive
product stack is designed to make technology teams more productive and we have a deep commitment to the developer community, both open source
and commercial alike. With Progress, organizations can accelerate the creation and delivery of strategic business applications, automate the process
by which apps are configured, deployed and scaled, and make critical data and content more accessible and secure—leading to competitive
differentiation and business success. Over 1,700 independent software vendors, 100,000+ enterprise customers, and a three-million-strong developer
community rely on Progress to power their applications. Learn about Progress at www.progress.com or +1-800-477-6473.
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